The main event
A thoughtfully designed and wellequipped kitchen is the central
area of this appealing new home

below Fixed, symmetrical lines and great balance
provide a clean visual line with a crisp, streamlined
finish.

Michael Attard has been designing and

enjoy a strong short black or a leisurely latte

manufacturing kitchens for Sydneysiders for

at any time of the day. A warming drawer

more than 20 years — and that depth of

is a thoughtful and useful addition to this

experience and knowledge shines through

kitchen, too.

in this latest kitchen project.
The kitchen of this new house is the

At the same time, the owners wanted
clean lines and to avoid an overall look

central and most used part of the home

that was cluttered and ‘busy’. So, where

and so it required an effective design

possible, symmetrical areas were created

and quality finishes befitting its important

and fixed, central alignment points used to

position.

give a streamlined effect.

Copious amounts of storage space

Attard’s Cabinetry’s kitchen designs are

and an expansive island area for food

renowned for being practical and functional

preparation, serving meals or as a casual

while incorporating innovative ideas in

dining area were all part of the owners’

storage solutions.

requirements and expectations for this

Years of industry experience matched

particular kitchen. A wide selection of

with the very latest in kitchen design ideas

quality mod cons was also on the wish list.

work together in this new home to deliver

A coffee machine is a very popular and
well-used feature with the owners able to

a kitchen that ticks all the boxes for the
delighted owners.

fact file
The kitchen was designed by Michael Attard and built by ATTARD’S CABINETRY 7 Bonz Place, Seven Hills NSW 2147 Phone (02) 9838 8608
Email alison@attards.com.au Website www.attards.com.au Doors and panels Polyurethane Internal hardware Blum Tandembox
drawers Handles Mitred D Benchtop CaesarStone Splashback Glass Kickboards Brushed stainless steel Appliances include a Miele
oven and steam oven, Miele cooktop, rangehood, coffee machine, warmer drawer, and dishwasher Zeitgeist Photography
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